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Investigation on meteoroids in the EUSO space mission.
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The mission "Extreme Universe Space Observatory - EUSO" is an innovative space mission doing Astrophysics and
Atmospheric research by looking at the streak of UV fluorescence light (300 - 400 n m band) produced in Extensive Air
Showers when high energy particles coming from outer space interact with the Earth's Atmosphere and to other short lived
optical-UV events connected to meteoroids or induced by "intrinsic" atmospheric phenomena with duration lasting from
several nanoseconds to milliseconds and seconds.

The mission "Extreme Universe Space Observatory - EUSO" is an innovative space mission doing Astrophysics and
Atmospheric research by looking at the streak of UV fluorescence light (300 - 400 n m band) produced in Extensive Air
Showers when high energy particles coming from outer space interact with the Earth's Atmosphere and to other short lived
optical-UV events connected to meteoroids or induced by "intrinsic" atmospheric phenomena with duration lasting from
several nanoseconds to milliseconds and seconds.  EUSO will observe the UV emission looking downward from Space the
dark Earth atmosphere under a 60 degrees full field of view; the UV signal is imaged by a 2.5 m diameter Fresnel lens optics
(focal number near 1) into a finely segmented focal plane detector. The segmentation and time resolution adopted consent to
reconstruct the geometry and intensity of the events with remarkable resolution; the sensitivity and background suppression
are extremely high.  EUSO provides a unique capability for a direct and systematic study of meteoroids through the recording
of their UV tracks in the upper atmosphere, with absence of bias connected to time or location of observation. From the
astrophysics side EUSO is expected to detect more than a thousand of Extremely Energeticc Cosmic Ray particles with E
>10exp20 eV and to open a window into the High Energy Neutrino Astronomy. EUSO is a collaborating effort of research
groups from Europe, USA and Japan and it has been designed to operate for more than 3 year mission lifetime; it will be
accomodated as an external Payload on the Columbus Exposed Facility of the International Space Station.  The mission has
been approved for a Phase A study by the European Space Agency, with the goal to start operation in2007. A detailed
description is given of the mission general characteristics, in particular with regards to the experiment on meteoroids.




